MICROSCOPES “101”
HOW TO CARE
FOR MICROSCOPES
From Nebraska Scientific
We encourage the proper care of your microscope. The
following tips may be helpful.
Microscope Information & Care 101:
1. Always carry with two hands – one hand on the arm, one hand
on the base.
2. The eyepiece, also called the ocular, is where you look
through. Many microscopes may have a pointer inside. This
pointer, also called a micrometer or a reticule, may have a tiny ruler on it for measuring. Do not
remove the eyepiece as dust can get into the tube of the microscope.
3. The stage is the platform where the microscope slide will rest. This microscope stage will usually
have stage clips to hold the slide in place. More advanced microscopes may have a mechanical
stage – a device with turning knobs that will move the slide for you. Keep the stage clean. Remove
any spills, liquids or debris right away.
4. Under the microscope stage is usually a rotating diaphragm. The disk diaphragm controls the
amount of light coming from the bottom light up through the slide. The larger the hole, the more
light that will pass. This makes the image brighter. Turn the diaphragm to a smaller hole if the
image is too bright. The more advanced microscopes may have an ABBE condenser, a device that
controls and focuses the incoming light with more precision than a diaphragm.
5. When cleaning your microscope, use only lens paper. Do NOT clean your microscope with a
Kleenex, paper towel, your shirt sleeve, etc. The eyepiece and the objectives should be cleaned
before and after each use.
6. Your microscope will have one or two focusing knobs on each side. The larger knob is the coarse
focus; it does a larger range of focus. The smaller, fine focus knob, will fine tune your focusing.
Always start with the coarse focus, and then proceed to the fine focus. Once you have focus,
changing to different magnifications (rotating objectives) should only require adjusting the fine
focus.
7. When you first put the slide under the microscope, start with the lowest/smallest objective.
Objectives are the 3 or 4 devices that will change your magnification. These usually will rotate on a
turret. Once you have the image in focus using the lowest setting, then move to the next objective.
You should not skip objectives. Proceed in order until you are at the magnification desired.
Click here to go to our microscopes on our website:
Nebraska Scientific is a dealer for these microscope manufacturers. Some of the models includes
are:

Brock:
Brock 70 Magiscope

Ken-a-Vision Microscopes:
TU-12011C, TU-17011C, TU-17021C, TU-17012C,
TU-17031C, TU-19311C, TU-19321C, TU-19331C,
TU-19011C, TU-19012C, TU-19021C, TU-19031C, ESH101,
ESH111, ESH200, ESH210, T-22001, T-22001C, T-22021,
T-22021C, T-22041, T-22041C, T-26001, T-26001C.

National Optical Microscopes:
NT131, NT131-MS, NT134CLED, NT131-CLED, NT160,
NT167-SP, NT168-SP, D-ELM, D-ELB, NT410TBL10,
T411TBL10, NT452TBL-10LED, NT453TBL-10LED, D-ELM,
D-ELB, NT210, NT211, NT212.

Swift Optical Microscopes:
M2251B, M2251CL, M2251C, M3601 M3601C, M3602-4, M3602C-4,
M3702CB-4, M3-M, M3-B, SM101,
M27LED-124, M10B-S, M10B-P

Walter Products Microscopes:
WA2057L, WA2057RC, WA2057CXL, WA2057CXRC,
WA2053L, WA2053-RC, WA2053FCL, WA2053FC-RC,
WA40CXM, WA40CXMRC, WA40CXT, WA40CXM100RC,
WA40CXB100, WA30-M, WA30-B, WA30-CXB,
WA30-CXB-100, WA-OLD-100, WA-OLE100, WA-OLCXB100,
WA-MM-100LED, WA-MCXM-100LED, WA-MCXB-100LED,
WA-BMT-LEDM, WA-BMT-LED, WA-BMT-RC, WA3050LED,
WA3050-100LED, WA-3007-L5, WA-3008-L5.

High School Microscopes and College Microscopes and University Microscopes are offered.
Need help choosing a microscope? Give us a call (800-228-7117).
We can make suggestions as to which units would meet your needs the best.
Contact us for further information.
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